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CHAPTER

30

Nuclear Physics

Alpha decay can occur because according to quantum mechanics some nuclei have barriers that can be penetrated bv
the alpha particles (the tur-rneling process). This process is
energetically more favorable for those nuclei having large excesses ofneutrons. A nucleus can undergo beta decay in nvo
wavs. It can emit either an electron (e-) and an antineutrino
(7) or a positron (e+) and a nentrino (z) . In the electron
capture process, the nucleus of an atom absorbs one of its
own electrons (usually from the K shell) and emits a neutrino. In gamma decay, a nucleus in an excited state decays
to its ground state and emits a gamma ray.
Nuclear reactions can occurnhen a target nucleus X is
bombarded by a particle a, resultir-rg in a nucleus Y and an

otrtgoing particle b:

a*X ---) Y+b or

\Arhen flP decal's to ilS, rvhich of the follou,ing particles is
emitted? (a) a proton (b) an alpha particle (c) an electron
(d) a gamma ray (e) an antineutrino

Sample G has nrice the initial activity of sample H. (i) Horv
does the half-life of G compare rvith the half-life of H? (a) It
is tu'o times larger. (b) It is the same. (c) It is half as large.
(ii) After each has passed through fir'e half-lives, horv do
their activities compare? (a) G has more than twice the activitl' of H. (b) G has twice the activiry of H. (c) G and H
have the same activiq/. (d) G has lower- activity than H.

If a radioactive nuclide

')X decal,s b,v emitting a gamma
ra1,, n'hat happens? (a) The resr.rlting nuclide has a different Zvalue. (b) The resulting nr,rclide has the same A and

Q: (M^* Mx- Mr-

flX contain (a) 20 ner-rtrons
and 20 protons, (b) 22 protons and l8 neutrons, (c) 18 protons and 22 neutrons, (d) 18 protons and 40 neutrons, or
desipJnated as

(e) 40 protor.rs and 18 nentrons?

5. In the decay 2iijTh + )Ra + jHe, identifi'rhe mass nr,rmber
and the atomic number of the Ra nucleus: (a) A : 230,
238, Z: 88 (c)
238, Z:86

A:

230,

Z:

88 (d)

A:

234,

6. \tlhen t;]ijNd decal,s to l{!Ce, identify the particle rhat is released. (a) a proton (b) an alpha particle (c) an electron
(d) a neutron (e) a nerrtrino

reaction for rvhich Qis negative is called endothermic. The

energy.

7. \Arhen the i]iKr nucleus undergoes beta decay by emitting
an electron and an antineutrino, does the dar-rghter nucleus
(Rb) contain (a) 58 neutrons and 37 protons, (b) 58 pro
tons and 37 neutrons, (c) 54 neutrons and 41 protons, or

(d) 55 neutrons and 40 protons?

+ a + t2C + n.-'
(a) 8.4 MeV (b) 7.3 MeV (c) 6.2 MeV (d) 5.7 Me\-

8. What is the Q value for the reaction eBe
(e) 4.2 MeV

9. The half-life of radium-224 is about 3.6 days. What approximate fraction of a sample_ remains undecayed efter trro
rveeks? (o)

A student claims that a heary form of hvdrogen decavs by
alpha emission. How do you respond?

2. In beta decay, the energy of the electron or positron emitted
from the nucleus lies sornewhere in a relatir.,ely large range
of possibilities. In alpha decay,, however, the alpha-particle
energy can only have discrete values. Explain this difference.

(b) *1
t.l fii (a)fi
tal* (e)
t.l g
l: (tr)
I (c)
*

€
[0. A free nelrtron has a halflife
half-life of 614
s. It undergoes

beta
decay by emitting an electron. Can a free protol-r undergo a
similar decay? (a) yes, the same decay (b) yes, but by emitting a positron (c) yes, but with a very different half-life

(d) no
11. \Ahich of the following quantities represents the reaction energy of a nnclear reaction? (a) (final mass - initial
mass),/r2 (b) (initial mass - fir.ral mass)/r2 (c) (final mass
- initial mass)c2 (d) (initial mass - final mass)c2 (e) none
of those quantities

12. In the first nuclear weapon test carried ont in New Mexico.
the energy released rvas equivalent to approximately l7 kilotons of TNT. Estimate the mass decrease in the nuclear
fuel representing the energ'y converted from rest eners'
into other forms in this event. rVr;le; One ton of TNT has the
energyequivalenr of 4.2x l0eJ. (a) 1 pg (b) I mg (c) 1g
(d) 1 ks (e) 20 kg

l-l

\ CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS
,.
l.

30.2s<

minimum kinetic energy of the incoming particle necessary for such a reaction to occur is called the threshold

ments is correct.

Z: 92 (b) A :
Z:88 (e) A:

M,r)c2

A reaction for which Q is positive is called exothermic. A

Zvalues. (c) The resulting nuclide has a different A value.
(d) Both Aar,d Zdecrease by one. (e) None ofthose state-

4. Does a nucleus

E

denotes answer available in Studeni
Solutions M a nuol /Study G u ide

@ frvo samples of the same radioactive nuclirle are preparecl.

3.

30.24<

The rest energy transformed to kinetic energy in such a reaction, called the reaction energy Q is

\ OBJECTIVE QUESTIONS
^/
l.

X(a,b)Y

3.

denotes answer available in Studen:
Sol utions M o nuat/ Study G ui de

In Rutherford's experiment,

assume an alpha particle is
headed directly toward the nucleus of an atom. Why doesn'i
the alpha particle make physical contact with the nucleus?
wh,v nuclei that are n'ell off the line of stabilitf in
Figure 30.4 tend to be unstable.

@Explain

